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Factors Influencing Viewing Behaviour on Search Engine Results Pages: A Review of 

Eye-Tracking Research 

ABSTRACT 

Eye-tracking research is beneficial for better understanding user behaviour in search 

engines. The present paper presents a narrative literature review of eye-tracking studies 

examining factors influencing users' viewing behaviour on results pages of search engines. 

Discipline-specific databases from Psychology, Computer Science, and Library and 

Information Science, as well as one multidisciplinary database have been searched for 

relevant articles. Criteria for inclusion were that a paper reported empirical results from an 

eye-tracking study in which effects of a specific factor on users' viewing behaviour on search 

engine results pages (SERPs) were examined, with inferential statistical results being 

reported. This led to a set of 41 papers that were further examined. The papers were grouped 

into three categories according to three types of factors that may affect individuals’ web 

search activities: contextual factors, resource factors, and individual factors. Papers were 

assigned to these categories and subsequently to sub-categories. Overall, while for some sub-

categories, robust findings can be reported, we found results in many sub-categories to be 

inconclusive. For future research, we recommend a shift from small-scale studies examining 

single factors to more comprehensive and theory-driven research using larger sample sizes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As eye-tracking technology has become increasingly reliable and less expensive over the 

years, eye-tracking now has turned into one of the standard methods for conducting user 

research. As Poole and Ball (2006) put it, "eye movements provide a window into so many 

aspects of cognition". That is, eye-tracking methodology allows determining whether, for how 

long, and in which order individuals pay attention to particular elements presented, for 

instance, on a computer screen (cf. Scheiter & van Gog, 2009). Two main types of eye-

tracking data can be obtained with eye-tracking systems: saccades and fixations. Whereas 

saccades are very fast, ballistic eye movements during which no perceptual intake is possible, 

fixations are short time periods between saccades when the eye remains still and “fixated” to 

a certain point. According to the eye-mind-assumption introduced by Just & Carpenter, 

(1980), what is being fixated by the eyes is assumed to indicate what is being processed in the 

mind. Thus, eye-tracking data is considered a strong indicator for individuals’ moment-by-

moment cognitive processing (cf. Rayner, 1998), which also provides insights into cognitive 

processes that do not lead to overt actions (e.g., when deciding not to click on a particular 

hyperlink). Moreover, it seems suited to unravel quick and automated or unconscious 

cognitive processes, which are difficult to express verbally (cf. Scheiter & van Gog, 2009). 

Common measures that can be derived from eye-tracking recordings are time-based fixation 

measures, such as the total fixation time, that is, the sum of all fixation durations, directed to 

an area of interest (AOI), or the average fixation duration, respectively, or count-based 

fixation measures, such as the number of fixations falling into a defined AOI, or the number 

of lookbacks to a previously fixated AOI, or the number of particular AOIs that have been 

fixated (for a minimum fixation duration of, e.g., 100 ms). Other common measures are 

sequence-based measures that, for instance, indicate the order in which different AOIs are 

fixated by a participant. Besides, recordings of the pupil size allow to analyse users’ pupil 
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dilation, which can be an indicator of mental load (e.g., Beatty, 1982) or emotional arousal 

(e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008). 

Eye-tracking has also been used to gain a better understanding of users’ attention 

allocation and cognitive processing on search engine results pages (SERPs). A SERP is “the 

complete HTML page output that a search engine serves in response to a search query entered 

by a user.” (Lewandowski, Kerkmann, Rümmele, & Sünkler, 2018). Search engines are a 

central service of the Internet without which it would be inconceivable for users to find their 

way on the Web (Tavani, 2012; Varian, 2006). Thus, unsurprisingly, search is one of the two 

most popular activities on the Internet, rivalled only by e-mail. For instance, 91% of the U.S. 

population uses search engines (Purcell, Brenner, & Raine, 2012) and Google alone answers 

more than 2 trillion search queries per year (Sullivan, 2016). Besides, search engines and 

Google, in particular, enjoy a high level of trust among users. This has been shown, for 

instance, in studies on the credibility of search results (Purcell et al., 2012), on the assumption 

of the factual correctness of search results (Purcell et al., 2012), on trust in the "right" result 

ranking (Pan, Hembrooke, Joachims, Lorigo, Gay, & Granka, 2007), and on the use of search 

engine rankings as a criterion for the quality of content (Westerwick, 2013). 

Perhaps the most popular way to measure users’ behaviour on SERPs is by measuring 

click-throughs, i.e., the ratio of users clicking on different search results links provided by the 

search engine. However, while from this data one can derive indirect assumptions about 

users’ attention to search results, directly measuring users’ eye movements allows for gaining 

a deeper insight into users’ attention to and processing of elements on the SERPs. 

In recent years, many studies have shown by the use of eye-tracking methodology that 

most attention is directed to the first few search results presented on the first SERP, that is, 

the search results in the top of the list (e.g., Cutrell & Guan, 2007; Granka, Joachims, & Gay, 

2004; Guan & Cutrell, 2007; Pan et al., 2007) and that users often show a rather linear 

viewing behaviour from top to bottom (e.g., Cutrell & Guan, 2007; Papoutsaki, Laskey, & 
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Huang, 2017; Turpin, Scholer, Billerbeck, & Abel, 2006). This typical behaviour that is 

referred to as position bias will be further discussed in Section 3.2.1. Position bias does not 

mean, however, that users' scan paths, that is, the order in which search results are fixated, are 

strictly linear. Of course, regressions to previously inspected search results occur (cf. Lorigo 

et al., 2006; Thomas, Scholer, & Moffat, 2013), but still, the search results presented further 

down in a list are typically inspected later and to a lesser extent than the top results.  

There have been some previous review articles on eye-tracking research. For instance, 

Lund (2016) focuses on eye-tracking research in the field of library and information science, 

and White’s (2016) handbook on interactive information retrieval deals with eye-tracking 

research in that area in some detail. Furthermore, Alemdag & Cagiltay (2018) recently have 

reviewed eye-tracking research in the field of multimedia learning. An earlier review article 

on eye-tracking on SERP viewing behaviours (Granka, Feusner, & Lorigo, 2008) summarizes 

major methodological issues (such as different types of measurements) together with 

empirical finding. Besides, Lorigo et al. (2008) summarize the authors' own studies on SERP 

viewing behaviours in Google and Yahoo and put them into context with related studies.  

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive review article on 

eye-tracking research focusing on SERPs and, specifically, on what factors might influence 

users' viewing behaviour on SERPs, which is the central question of the present paper. 

Lazonder and Rouet (2008) distinguished three different types of factors that may affect 

individuals’ web search activities (and, thus, potentially also their viewing behaviour on 

SERPs). These are (a) contextual factors, that is, characteristics of the context that pre-exists 

to the search activity, such as different task types or task instructions, (b) resource (or design) 

factors concerning the tools or the SERP interface available for the web search activity (e.g., 

how the search results are displayed), and (c) individual factors, that is, characteristics and 

(cognitive) prerequisites of the users (cf. Lazonder & Rouet, 2008). 
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The major goal of the present paper, thus, is to provide a narrative literature review of 

previous research on factors potentially fnfluencing viewing behaviour on SERPs, by (1) 

classifying previous studies according to the three types of factors proposed by Lazonder and 

Rouet (2008), (2) identifying factors that may affect viewing behaviour on SERPs, and (3) 

synthesizing the results achieved so far and to show potential areas for further research.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we will 

describe the body of literature on the topic, as found through our literature search. Then, we 

define the major topic areas and synthesize the work done in these areas. After that, we 

discuss theoretical and methodological approaches. Then, we discuss the state of research in 

the areas and point to fruitful areas for future research. We conclude by highlighting the major 

issues we found in the body of work on viewing behaviour on SERPs. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Literature search 

To find literature from a wide variety of disciplines, in May 2018 we conducted searches in 

the multidisciplinary database Scopus, as well as in discipline-specific databases from 

Psychology (PsycARTICLES, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, PsycINFO), 

Computer Science (ACM Digital Library), and Library and Information Science (LISTA). We 

did not restrict our searches to particular publication years. We queried the databases for 

articles containing words related to eye-tracking (e.g., eye-tracking, gaze-tracking) as well as 

words related to search engines (e.g., search engine, Google, SERP) in the title, abstract or 

keyword fields.  

2.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
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Criteria for inclusion were that the paper reports empirical results from an eye-tracking study 

in which the effects of a certain factor on users' viewing behaviour on SERPs were examined. 

Criteria for exclusion were: (1) The paper reports only preliminary results, on which a follow-

up publication is available (this was the case with some conference papers which were later 

extended to journal papers), (2) the paper does not provide tests for statistical significance of 

eye-tracking measures regarding the factors under examination, (3) dissertations and grey 

literature, and (4) publications in a language other than English. Applying our criteria for 

inclusion and exclusion led to a total of 41 papers that are considered in the analysis presented 

below. For the papers included, see Table 1, which also includes basic information on these 

studies. The exclusion table is provided as supplementary data in the appendix. 
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Table 1: Overview of studies included in the literature review 

No. Reference Country Sample Sample 
size 

Device type Dependent 
variable(s) 

Between-
subjects 
variables 

Number 
of tasks 

Task types Within-
subjects 
variables 

Information 
need (self-
chosen vs. 
given) 

SERP type 
(fabricated vs. 
real SERPs) 

Search 
engine  

1 Athukorala, 
Głowacka, 
Jacucci, 
Oulasvirta, & 
Vreeken (2015) 

Finland Computer 
science 
researchers 

15 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 
Percentage 
of gaze 
points per 
AOI 

N/a  6 3 exploratory 
tasks 
(knowledge 
acquisition, 
planning, and 
comparison) 
and 3 look-up 
tasks 
(informational 
and 
navigational) 

Tasks  Given Real SERPs Google 
Scholar 

2 Aula, Majaranta, 
& Räihä (2005) 

Finland Students from 
different 
majors 

28 Desktop 
computer 

Number 
and order 
of search 
results 
fixated 
before first 
click 

2 participant 
clusters: 
Exhaustive 
evaluators vs. 
Economic 
evaluators 

10 Informational 
fact-finding 
tasks (3 with 
poor results, 3 
with good 
results, 4 with 
mixed results) 

N/a Given Fabricated 
SERPs (but 
could be 
altered) 

Google 

3 Balatsoukas & 
Ruthven (2012) 

Scotland Students from 
different 
majors with a 
good level of 
experience in 
Web searching 

17 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 
Total 
fixation 
time 

N/a 1 Freely chosen 
by the test 
persons 

Search result 
components 
(title, 
description, 
URL) 

Self-chosen Real SERPs Google 

4 Bilal & Gwizdka 
(2016) 

United 
States 

Students from 
grades 6 and 8 

16 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 
(reading 
states vs. 
scanning 
states) 
Total 
fixation 
time 
(reading 
states vs. 
scanning 
states) 
Rank of 
first fixated 
search 
result 

Grade level 
(6th grade vs. 
8th grade) 

2 (+ 1 
that 
wasn’t 
analysed) 

1 fact-finding 
task (concrete 
task differed 
between grade 
levels), 1 
complex 
research task 
(climate 
change) 

Search result 
position 
Task type 

Given Real SERPs Google 
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5 Brand-Gruwel, 
Kammerer, van 
Meeuwen, & van 
Gog (2017) 

Netherlands college and 
university 
students; 
psychology 
staff 

35 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
search 
results 
fixated 
before first 
click 

Domain 
expertise 
(experts vs. 
novices) 

2 2 complex 
research tasks 
(from 
psychology) 

Concurrent 
think-aloud vs. 
cued 
retrospective 
think-aloud 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

6 Buscher, Dumais, 
& Cutrell (2010) 

United 
States 

Diverse range 
of backgrounds 
and 
professions, 
between 26 and 
60 years old 

38 Desktop 
computer 

Fixation 
impact 
(modified 
version of 
total 
fixation 
time) 

N/a 32 16 navigational 
tasks, 16 
informational 
tasks 

Task type 
Quality of ads 
(relevant vs. 
irrelevant) 
Sequence in 
which ads of 
different 
quality were 
presented 

Given Real SERPs 
(but first query 
predefined so 
that all users 
see the same 
first SERP)  

Not 
mentioned 

7 Chen & Pu 
(2010) 

N/a Students or 
employees in 
the university 
(between 20 
and 40 years 
old) from 
various 
countries  

21 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time  
Number of 
fixated 
search 
results 
(products) 

3 different 
SERP interface 
designs 

1 Product search 
task 

N/a Given N/a Product search 
engine 

8 Cutrell & Guan 
(2007) 

United 
States 

Diverse range 
of jobs, 
backgrounds 
and education 
levels, between 
18 and 50 years 
old 

18 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 

N/a 12 6 informational 
and 6 
navigational 
tasks 

Task type 
Snippet length 
(short, medium, 
long) 

Given Real SERPs MSN 

9 Dickerhoof & 
Smith (2014) 

United 
States 

Undergraduate 
students 

18 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 
and 
fixation 
ratios 

N/a 11 The task was to 
find a website 
that provided 
information 
about the 
association 
between two 
given nouns 
(e.g., dog and 
sheep). 
Participants 
were instructed 
to not use the 
two given 
nouns as 
keywords in 
their queries. 

Query terms 
vs.no-query 
terms 

Given Real SERPs Google 
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10 Dinet, Bastien, & 
Kitajima (2010) 

France School students 
from grades 5, 
7, 9, 11 

89 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time  

Grade level 
(5th, 7th, 9th, 
and 11th grade) 

2 2 fact finding 
tasks (on 
history and 
geography 
topics; 
concrete topics 
differed 
between 
participants) 

Keywords in 
bold face vs. 
Keywords not 
in bold face 
Familiar search 
topic vs. 
unfamiliar 
search topic 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

11 Dumais, Buscher, 
& Cutrell (2010) 

United 
States 

Diverse range 
of backgrounds 
and 
professions, 
between 26 and 
60 years old 

38 Desktop 
computer 

Fixation 
impact 
(modified 
version of 
total 
fixation 
time) 
Number of 
fixations 
before the 
first click 

3 participant 
clusters: 
Exhaustive 
searchers vs. 
Economic-
results 
searchers vs. 
Economic-ads 
searchers 

32 16 navigational 
tasks, 16 
informational 
tasks 

N/a Given Real SERPs 
(but first query 
predefined so 
that all users 
see the same 
first SERP)  

Not 
mentioned 

12 Eickhoff, Dungs, 
& Tran (2015) 

N/a University 
students 

17 
(Study 

1) 

Desktop 
computer 

Average 
fixation 
duration 
Number of 
fixations  

N/a 3 out 10 Complex 
informational 
tasks (from a 
set of 10 
topics)  
 

Query terms 
vs.no-query 
terms 

Given (but 
free choice 
between two 
options per 
task) 

Real SERPs Google 

13 Fernquist & Chi 
(2013) 

United 
States 

Active 
Google+ users 

9 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 

 N/a 16-20 Informational 
and 
navigational. 

 N/a Given, but 
individualized 
for each 
participant 

Real SERPs Google 

14 Gerjets, 
Kammerer, & 
Werner (2011) 

Germany University 
students from 
different 
majors 

30 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixated 
search 
results 
Total 
fixation 
time  

Think-aloud 
instructions 
with evaluation 
prompts vs. 
Think-aloud 
instructions 
without 
evaluation 
prompts 

1 Complex 
research task 
(alternative 
weight loss 
methods) 

N/a Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

15 González-Caro & 
Marcos (2011) 

Spain Diverse range 
of professions 

58 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 
Number of 
fixations  

N/a 6 out of 
18  

11 
informational, 
3 navigational, 
4 transactional 

Task type 
Organic search 
results vs. 
sponsored 
search results 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google and 
Yahoo! (half 
of the queries 
with each 
search engine) 
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16 Guan & Cutrell 
(2007) 

United 
States 

Diverse range 
of jobs, 
backgrounds 
and education 
levels, between 
18 and 50 years 
old 

18 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
search 
results 
fixated 
before first 
click 
Total 
fixation 
time  

N/a 12 6 navigational, 
6 informational 
fact-finding 
tasks 

Task type 
Target position 
(position 1, 2, 
4, 5, 7, or 8) 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

MSN 

17 Hautala, Kiili, 
Kammerer, 
Loberg, 
Hokkanen, & 
Leppänen (2018) 

Finland School students 
from grade 6 

36 Desktop 
computer 

First-pass 
fixation 
likelihood 
(in %) 
Second-
pass 
fixation 
likelihood 
(in %) 

3 participant 
clusters: Title 
readers vs. 
Title and 
description 
readers vs. All 
components 
readers 

9 9 informational 
fact-findings 
tasks 

Search result 
relevance 
(relevant 
description vs. 
irrelevant-
description vs. 
irrelevant-URL 
vs. all-
components 
irrelevant) 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Experimental 
(Google-style) 

18 Jiang, He, & 
Allan (2014) 

United 
States 

College and 
university 
students from 
different 
majors 

20 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixated 
search 
results 
Total 
fixation 
time 
Fixation 
likelihood 
(in %) 
Linearity of 
viewing 
sequence 

N/a 4 out of 
20 tasks 

Tasks from 
2012 TREC 
session track 

Task type 
(known item, 
known subject, 
interpretative, 
exploratory) 

Given Real SERPs Experimental 
search system 
providing 
modified 
Google search 
results 

19 Kammerer & 
Gerjets (2012) 

Germany University 
freshmen from 
different 
majors 

58 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 

List interface 
vs. tabular 
interface  

1 Complex 
research task 
(therapies 
Bechterew's 
disease) 

Type of search 
results 
(objective, 
subjective, 
commercial) 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

20 Kammerer & 
Gerjets (2013) 

Germany University 
students from 
different 
majors 

44 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 
Linearity of 
viewing 
sequence 

Think-aloud vs. 
prompted 
think-aloud vs. 
no think-aloud;  
In addition 
self-reported 
prior domain 
knowledge as 
continuous 
predictor 
(correlational)  

1 Complex 
research task 
(alternative 
weight loss 
methods) 

N/a Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 
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21 Kammerer & 
Gerjets (2014) 

Germany Students from 
social and 
natural 
sciences and 
humanities 

40 
(Study 
1), 40 
(Study 

2) 

Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
search 
results 
fixated 
before first 
click 
Viewing 
sequence  

Search result 
order (optimal 
trustworthiness 
order vs. 
reversed 
trustworthiness 
order) 

1 Complex 
research task 
(therapies 
Bechterew's 
disease) 

Search result 
trustworthiness 
(high, medium, 
low) 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

22 Kammerer, 
Bråten, Gerjets, 
& Strømsø 
(2013) 

Germany University 
students from 
different 
majors 

79 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time  

N/a 
epistemic 
beliefs as 
continuous 
predictors 
(correlational) 

1 Complex 
research task 
(therapies 
Bechterew's 
disease) 

N/a Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

23 Kim, Thomas, 
Sankaranarayana, 
Gedeon, & Yoon 
(2015) 

Australia Students from 
various 
disciplines 

32 Desktop 
computer 
(large screen 
vs. small 
screen) 

Total 
fixation 
time  
Linearity of 
viewing 
sequence 

N/a 20 10 
navigational, 
10 
informational 
(fact-finding) 
tasks 

Large screen 
vs. small screen 
(i.e., simulated 
mobile screen) 
Task type 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

24 Lagun, Hsieh, 
Webster, & 
Navalpakkam 
(2014) 

United 
States 

Diverse range 
of occupations, 
between 18 and 
65 years old 

24 Smartphone Total 
fixation 
time 

N/a 20 Informational 
fact-finding 
tasks 

Relevance of 
knowledge 
graph result 
(relevant vs. 
irrelevant) 
Relevance of 
instant answer 
result (relevant 
vs. irrelevant) 
Presence of 
knowledge 
graph result 
(present vs. 
absent) 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Google 

25 Liu, Liu, Zhou, 
Zhang, & Ma 
(2015) 

China University 
students from 
different 
majors 

32 Desktop 
computer 

Percentage 
of total 
fixation 
time 
(attention 
distribution 
in %) 

N/a 30 Informational Type of 
vertical results 
(4 different 
types or none) 
Position of 
vertical results 
Relevance of 
vertical result 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

N/a 

26 Lo, Hsieh, & 
Chiu (2014) 

China Participants 
with website 
searching 
experience 
(approx.. half 
male and 
female, mean 

451 Desktop 
computer 

Total gaze 
time 
Total 
number of 
gazes 

N/a 1 (out of 
3) 

E-commerce 
product search 
task 

Organic results 
vs. sponsored 
results at the 
top vs. 
sponsored 
results at the 
right-hand side 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Yahoo! 
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age: 23- 24 
years) 

27 Lorigo, Pan, 
Hembrooke, 
Joachims, 
Granka, & Gay 
(2006) 

United 
States 

Undergraduate 
students from 
different 
majors 

23 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 
Average 
fixation 
duration 
Pupil 
dilation 
Linearity of 
viewing 
sequence 

Gender (males 
vs. females) 

10 5 navigational 
and 5 
informational 
tasks 

Task type Given Real SERPs Google 

28 Lu & Jia (2014) China Undergraduate 
and graduate 
students 

58 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixated 
search 
results 
Number of 
regressions 
Total 
fixation 
time 
Number of 
fixations 
Average 
fixation 
duration 
Pupil 
dilation 

Ranking order 
of images 
(normal vs. 
reversed) 

10 5 specific and 
5 general 
image search 
tasks 

Task type Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Imagine 
search engine 

29 Marcos, Gavin, 
& Arapakis 
(2015) 

Spain Participants all 
were frequent 
users of web 
search engines 
(between 18 
and 58 years 
old) 

60 Desktop 
computer 

Time to 
first 
fixation on 
an AOI 
Number of 
fixations 
before 
fixating an 
AOI  
Total 
fixation 
time 
Number of 
fixations 
Visit 
duration 

N/a 10 Simple tasks 
(informational 
and 
navigational) 
from the 
tourism 
domain 

Top-ranked 
results vs. 
bottom-ranked 
results 
Rich snippets 
vs. plain 
snippets 

Given Fabricated 
SERP 

Google 
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30 Muntinga & 
Taylor (2017) 

Netherlands Hospital 
patients (from 
18 to over 60 
years old) 

50 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations  

Participants 
who selected 
genuine 
pharmacy 
search results 
vs. Participants 
who selected 
rogue 
pharmacy 
search results 

5 1 transactional, 
1 navigational, 
and 1 
informational 
task plus 2 
tasks with only 
two search 
results each 

Task type Given Fabricated 
SERP 

Google 

31 Muralidharan, 
Gyongyi, & Chi 
(2012) 

United 
States 

Non-computer-
programmers 
from the 
authors’ 
organization 

12 
(Study 

2) 

Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 

N/a 36 Simple 
informational 
tasks 

Snippet length 
(1-line, 2-lines, 
4-lines) 
Picture size 
(large vs. 
small) 
Annotation 
above snippet 
vs. Annotation 
below snippet 

Given Fabricated 
SERP 

Google  

32 Oliveira, Aula, & 
Russell (2009) 

United 
States 

Google 
employees 

16 
(Study 
1); 13 
(Study 

2) 

Desktop 
computer 

Pupil 
dilation 

N/a 24 N/a Relevant vs. 
irrelevant text 
results; 
Relevant vs. 
irrelevant 
image results 

Given Three pre-
selected search 
results per task 

Google 

33 Pan, Hembrooke, 
Joachims, Lorigo, 
Gay, & Granka 
(2007) 

United 
States 

Undergraduate 
students from 
various majors 

16 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixated 
search 
results 
Total 
fixation 
time  
Number of 
fixations  
Pupil 
dilation 

Normal ranking 
vs. swapped 
ranking vs. 
reversed 
ranking 

10 5 navigational 
and 5 
informational 
fact-finding 
tasks 

Top-five search 
results vs. 
bottom-five 
search results 

Given Real SERP 
(but the order 
of the search 
results was 
experimentally 
manipulated 

Google 

34 Rele & 
Duchowski 
(2005) 

United 
States 

Participants all 
had a minimum 
of 5 years 
internet 
experience 
(between 20 
and 29 years 
old) 

16 Desktop 
computer 

Average 
fixation 
duration 
Number of 
fixations 

N/a  4 (out of 
8) 

4 navigational 
and 4 
informational 
fact-finding 
tasks 

Interface type 
(list vs. tabular) 
Task type  

Given Fabricated 
SERP 

Google 
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35 Rovira, 
Capdevila, & 
Marcos (2014) 

Spain Regular 
Internet users 
(between and 
18 and over 50 
years old) 

50 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 

N/a 2 Tasks related 
to news content 

Search result 
component 
(title vs. 
description vs. 
source) 

Given Fabricated 
SERP 

Google 
Noticias 
(GoogleNews, 
Spain) 

36 Saito, Terai, 
Egusa, Takaku, 
Miwa, & Kando 
(2009) 

Japan Graduate 
students and 
undergraduates 
(LIS and other 
majors) 

16 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
eye-gaze 
points (no 
automatic 
fixation-
based 
analysis of 
eye-
tracking 
data) 

N/a 2 1 report-
writing task 
and 1 trip-
planning task 

Task type Self-chosen  Real SERP Participant's 
favorite search 
engine 

37 Schultheiß, 
Sünkler, & 
Lewandowski 
(2018) 

Germany Undergraduate 
students from 
different 
majors 

25 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 

Normal ranking 
vs. swapped 
ranking vs. 
reversed 
ranking  

10 5 navigational 
and 5 
informational 
fact-finding 
tasks 

Search result 
position 

Given Fabricated 
SERP 

Google 

38 Siu & Chaparro 
(2014) 

United 
States 

Participants 
were recruited 
from a 
university 
(between 18 
and 46 years 
old) 

45 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 
Number of 
fixations 

N/a 12 6 navigational 
and 6 
informational 
tasks 

Interface type 
(grid vs. list) 
Task type  
Top row search 
results vs. left-
column search 
results 

Given N/a Experimental 
(similar to 
Google) 

39 Turpin, Scholer, 
Billerbeck, & 
Abel (2006) 

Australia Predominately 
postgraduate 
students 

9 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixations 
Number of 
fixated 
search 
results 
Total 
fixation 
time 

N/a 10 5 navigational 
tasks and 5 
informational 
fact-finding 
tasks 

Task type Given N/a Sensis.com.au 
search engine 
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40 Walhout, Oomen, 
Jarodzka, & 
Brand-Gruwel 
(2017) 

Netherlands Secondary-
school students 
(avg. age 14.5 
years) 

15 Desktop 
computer 

Number of 
fixated 
search 
results  
Total 
fixation 
time  

N/a 3 1 fact-finding 
task, 1 cause-
and-effect task, 
and 1 
controversial 
research task 

Task type Given Real SERPs Google 

41 Xie, Liu, Wang, 
Wang, Wu, Wu, 
… Ma (2017) 

China Undergraduate 
students 
(science, 
engineering 
and arts) 

40 Desktop 
computer 

Total 
fixation 
time 
Time to 
first 
fixation 
Viewing 
sequence 

N/a 21 8 specific 
queries (e.g., 
“image of 
Doraemon”), 7 
generic queries 
(e.g., “image 
about New 
York City’s 
beautiful 
scenery”), 6 
abstract queries 
(e.g., “image 
that expresses 
pleasant 
surprise”)." 

Search result 
position 

Given Fabricated 
SERPs 

Results from a 
commercial 
search engine 

Note. * Country in which the study was conducted not stated in text; information given in the table derived from first author’s affiliation or information given in the text (e.g., screenshots showing SERPs in Chinese). 
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2.3. Descriptive statistics 

In the following we describe the selected articles concerning countries of origin, number and 

type of participants, materials and study design, and dependent measures.  

Seventeen (41.4 %) of the studies were conducted in Europe, 15 (36.6%) in North 

America, 5 (12.2%) in Asia, 2 (4.9%) in Australia, and for two studies no respective 

information was available. Of the 17 studies conducted in Europa, most studies were 

conducted in Germany (6), the Netherlands (3), Finland (3) and Spain (3). The number of 

participants per study ranged from 9 to 451 (median: 28, M = 41.51, SD = 66.62), with low-

scale studies being the norm. 58.5% of the studies were conducted with university or college 

students (and/or with academic staff) as study participants, 34.1% were conducted with other 

adults (e.g., diverse samples or patients), and 7.3% with school students.  

58.5% of the studies examined viewing behaviour on fabricated SERPs, 34.1% on 

actual SERPs (i.e., when searching on the open Internet). For the rest of the studies, no 

information on the kinds of SERPs used was available. All but one study used an 

experimental or quasi-experimental design, with 23 studies using a within-subjects design, 

five studies a between-subjects design, and 11 studies a mixed design comprising both 

between-subjects and within-subjects variables; one study was only correlational (examining 

continuous predictors). Most of the studies analysed time-based and/or count-based fixation 

measures for particular Areas of Interest (AOIs), such as individual search results. Total 

fixation time (26 studies) and number of fixations (30 studies) were the most common 

dependent measures. A few studies additionally analysed other measures, for instance, related 

to viewing sequences. In four studies, pupil dilation was recorded.  

Furthermore, for our analysis of the literature, we clustered the articles according to 

the three types of factors proposed by Lazonder and Rouet (2008) that may affect individuals’ 

web search activities (and, thus, also their viewing behaviour on SERPs). As outlined above, 
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these are contextual factors, resource factors, and individual factors. In our sample, 13 studies 

examined contextual factors, 29 resource factors, and eight individual factors (note that 

categories are not mutually exclusive, i.e., some studies examined factors from different 

categories in combination). Furthermore, we grouped the articles into several sub-categories 

of which some were already proposed by Lazonder and Rouet (e.g., prior domain knowledge 

as an individual factor, task type as a contextual factor, or the interface design as a resource 

factor). Others (e.g., search result elements as a resource factor) emerged bottom-up, based on 

the number of papers published on these topics. Figure 1 illustrates the factor groups and 

gives examples of the sub-categories.  

 

Figure 1: Three types of factors that may affect individuals’ viewing behaviour on SERPs, 

with sub-categories that have been investigated in studies included in this review 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Contextual factors 

As reported in the following, most studies that have addressed contextual factors that might 

influence individuals’ viewing behaviour on SERPs have examined effects of different task 

types. Two more studies investigated effects of task instructions (or more specifically, the 

effect of concurrent thinking-aloud methodology).  
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3.1.1. Effects of task types 

Individuals typically conduct web searches in order to meet a specific need that is related to 

some task at hand (Broder, 2002). Based on the task, which can be an external task 

assignment received by a teacher or by the experimenter or an internally defined task, a 

specific need is defined (which might further evolve during the search). The need is then 

translated into a concrete query (consisting of one or several query terms) that is posed to a 

search engine, which in turn provides a list of search results. From the provided search results, 

one or multiple websites are accessed. This process of entering queries, evaluating search 

results, and accessing websites can be iterated several times. According to Broder’s (2002) 

“taxonomy of web search”, three different types of query intents can be distinguished: 

informational queries, where the user aims at acquiring information on a topic he or she is 

interested in by retrieving one or several web pages; navigational queries, where the user aims 

at navigating to a particular web page already known or where the user at least assumes that a 

specific web page exists; and transactional queries, where the user aims at finding a web page 

where a further transaction (e.g., shopping, downloading software, or playing a game) can 

take place (cf. Lewandowski, 2015). 

Most of the studies reported in the following used Broder’s (2002) classification to 

distinguish between three different tasks types, that is, informational tasks (i.e., participants 

are instructed to retrieve information in order to answer a question at hand), navigational tasks 

(i.e., participants are instructed to find a specific web page), and transactional tasks (i.e., 

participants are instructed to make a transaction). In this regard, it should be noted that 

completing a task can require more than one query. 

Lorigo et al. (2006) examined participants while performing five informational (fact-

finding) tasks and five navigational tasks, analysing the number of fixations, average fixation 

duration, pupil dilation, and linearity of viewing sequences on SERPs. However, no effects of 

task type on any eye-tracking measure on SERPs were found.  
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In contrast, González-Caro and Marcos (2011), who examined participants performing 

a set of informational, navigational, and transactional tasks, found significant differences 

between the three task types for total fixation times and number of fixations on SERPs. 

Participants, on average, had longer total fixation times and more fixations for informational 

and transactional searches than for navigational searches (however, no pairwise comparisons 

were calculated). Moreover, in the transactional searches, individuals fixated sponsored 

search results for a higher proportion of time (29%) than in the two other types of searches 

(2.6% and 7.6%, respectively). 

Rele and Duchowski (2005) also examined differences in navigational and 

informational tasks. Task type did not significantly affect average fixation duration. However, 

for navigational tasks, the number of fixations on the description element of the search results 

was significantly higher than for the informational tasks. Yet, one navigational task was 

perceived as particularly difficult by participants, which might alternatively explain the 

finding (as this task might have required more careful reading).  

Guan and Cutrell (2007) compared participants’ viewing behaviour while performing 

six navigational and six informational search tasks. For each task, only one page (i.e., the 

target result) in the SERP contained the required information, which participants had to 

identify. The position of the target search result was varied between tasks across six different 

positions (position 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, or 8). Results showed that the lower the target position, the 

more search results were fixated, without any effects of task type. Moreover, total fixation 

time on search results decreased with lowering target positions, though also to a similar extent 

in both task types. Additional results from this study reported in Cutrell and Guan (2007) will 

be outlined below (see Section “Effects of search result components”).  

In a study investigating the effects of advertisements (sponsored results) on the SERPs 

(also see section 3.2.5), Buscher, Dumais, and Cutrell (2010) also investigated effects of task 

types on viewing behaviour on organic and sponsored results. They found that participants 
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spent more time on the SERPs for informational tasks than for navigational tasks, and that this 

additional time was mostly spent on organic results (and particularly on the first two search 

result positions). Similarly, Kim, Thomas, Sankaranarayana, Gedeon, and Yoon (2015) also 

found that for informational tasks fixation times on SERPs were longer and users looked more 

on search results of lower ranks than for navigational tasks (both when SERPs were presented 

on a small and a large screen).  

Other studies have focused explicitly on informational tasks, which can be further 

distinguished into simple fact-finding (or look-up) tasks (closed-ended tasks) and more 

complex or exploratory information search tasks with the purpose of learning or making 

informed decisions about controversial issues (e.g., Kellar, Watters, & Shepherd, 2006; 

Marchionini, 2006). Whereas the former usually possess one correct answer or a set of correct 

answers (closed-ended tasks), for the latter multiple competing viewpoints exist (open-ended 

tasks). Accordingly, Athukorala, Głowacka, Jacucci, Oulasvirta, and Vreeken, (2015) 

compared users' (computer scientists) search behaviour when performing three look-up tasks 

and three exploratory search tasks in Google Scholar. Concerning eye-tracking data obtained, 

they analysed the proportion of time spent on each of the first ten search results before the 

first click. No significant differences were found between the tasks.  

Walhout, Oomen, Jarodzka, and Brand-Gruwel (2017) examined secondary-school 

students while performing web searches with Google (i.e., no fabricated SERPs and no 

predefined search queries) for three informational search tasks that varied in complexity: one 

simple fact-finding task and two more complex tasks of which one required to explain the 

effect of a mirage (cause-and-effect task) and the other to learn about potential consequences 

of mobile phone radiation (controversial task). Regarding eye-tracking data, the authors 

analysed the number of search results that, on average, were fixated by participants and the 

inspection likelihood of a search result as a function of its position in the SERP (i.e., the 

percentage of participants that fixated a search result at a particular position in the SERP). 
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Results showed that in the cause-and-effect task, on average, more search results were fixated 

than in the controversial task (which might be due to the higher number of queries 

conducted), and inspection likelihood of search results further down the SERP declined 

considerably faster in the controversial task than in the other two tasks.  

Saito, Terai, Egusa, Takaku, Miwa, and Kando (2009) compared participants’ eye 

movements when performing two open Web search tasks on self-chosen topics related to (a) a 

research report and (b) a trip planning. Results revealed more eye-gaze points (note that in 

this study, eye-gaze points were identified manually) on organic search results for the report-

writing task than for the trip-planning task. By contrast, in the trip-planning task, more eye-

gaze points were directed towards sponsored search results. Moreover, in the report-writing 

task, participants directed more eye-gaze-points on search result positions 4 and 7 than in the 

trip-planning task. However, these effects might be simply due to specific characteristics of 

the search results presented in positions 4 and 7 (e.g., more text, higher relevance, more 

difficult, etc.). 

Lu and Jia (2014) compared general and specific tasks during image search. Specific 

tasks required searching for specific objects (e.g., the Eiffel tower), whereas general tasks 

required the search for broader image categories (e.g., a large crowd of people). Images were 

presented in a 5x3 grid format in the SERP. Results showed that in general tasks participants 

viewed significantly more results, made more regressions, and had larger pupil diameters than 

in specific tasks, which could be indications for a higher effort invested in the former tasks. 

Jiang, He, and Allan (2014) investigated four task types. First, tasks could be either 

fact-finding or “pursuing intellectual understanding of a topic” (p. 607), second, they could 

either have a specific goal or an ill-developed and undefined goal. This leads to known-item 

tasks (fact-finding + specific), known-subject tasks (fact-finding + ill-defined), interpretive 

tasks (intellectual + specific), and exploratory tasks (intellectual + ill-defined). In total 20 

tasks were used (5 per task type), out of which each participant performed 4 tasks (1 per task 
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type). Results revealed several differences between task types in terms of users’ viewing 

behaviour on the SERPs, which, however, were hard to interpret. Users fixated more search 

results in the exploratory tasks than in the interpretative and known-subject tasks, but not 

more than in the known-item tasks. The number of fixations in the known-item tasks was 

higher than in the interpretive tasks. The total time fixating search results was longer in the 

known-item and exploratory tasks than in the known-subject and interpretive tasks. The total 

fixation times per search result were longer in the known-item and exploratory tasks than in 

the known-subject tasks. In the known-item and the known-subject tasks, linear viewing 

sequences (from top to bottom) were more likely than in the other two task types. Scan paths 

were wider (i.e., users scanned a larger area of the SERPs and skipped more search results in 

between) in the exploratory tasks than in known-item tasks. In the known-item and the 

known-subject tasks, users were less likely to move up in the results lists again than in the 

interpretive tasks. As a search session progressed, the number of fixations per query 

decreased in all tasks except for the interpretive tasks. 

To summarize, results of the reviewed studies regarding effects of task types on 

viewing behaviour are somewhat unclear, with many studies having found no systematic 

differences, whereas a few studies found various differences (e.g. Jiang et al., 2014). In our 

opinion, a general problem with these studies is that effects of task types might be heavily 

influenced by the concrete topics, by participants’ familiarity with these topics, and last but 

not least by the concrete individual search results provided by the search engine, which can 

differ in their length, relevance, number of bold terms included, etc.  

3.1.2. Effects of thinking-aloud instructions 

Eye-tracking methodology is often combined with thinking-aloud methodology, that is, by 

asking participants to verbalize everything that comes to their mind while performing a search 

task (cf. Ericsson & Simon, 1993). In order to examine whether concurrent thinking-aloud 
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alters users’ viewing behaviour on SERPs, Brand-Gruwel, Kammerer, van Meeuwen, and van 

Gog (2017) compared a situation, in which participants were asked to think aloud during Web 

search to a situation without concurrent thinking-aloud. In both cases, participants’ task was 

to conduct a Web search task on a complex scientific issue, for which they were provided 

with fabricated SERP. Results revealed that thinking-aloud had no effect on the number of 

search results that were visually inspected by the participants before the first click. However, 

no other eye-tracking measures on the SERPs were reported. 

In a similar study, Gerjets, Kammerer, and Werner (2011) examined the effects of 

neutral thinking-aloud instructions (i.e., to verbalize everything that comes to mind, cf. 

Ericsson & Simon, 1993), as compared to directed thinking-aloud instructions that prompted 

to mention evaluation criteria while exploring SERPs and websites. In both conditions, 

participants’ task was to perform a Web search on a controversial health-related issue, for 

which they were provided with three fabricated SERPs. According to the results, the type of 

thinking-aloud instructions had no effects on participants' viewing behaviour on SERPs, as 

measured by the number of search results that were visually inspected and the total fixation 

time on search results. Besides, Kammerer and Gerjets (2013) compared the data from the 

neutral thinking-aloud instructions condition, and the directed thinking-aloud instructions 

condition from the study reported in Gerjets et al. (2011) to a condition without thinking-

aloud. They also found no significant differences between the three conditions in terms of 

total fixation time on search results. However, they found differences regarding the linearity 

of the viewing sequences (i.e., in which order the search results on a SERP were visually 

inspected). Participants in the two thinking-aloud conditions had less linear viewing 

sequences than participants in the condition without thinking-aloud. 

To conclude, instructions to evaluate the search results or to verbalize one’s thoughts 

during task processing do not seem to affect the number of or the extent to which search 
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results are inspected. However, there are first indications that such instructions might result in 

a more sequential viewing behaviour from top to bottom.  

3.2. Resource factors 

The studies reported in the following have examined resource (or design) factors concerning 

aspects of the SERP, that is, effects of how the search results are presented (i.e., the order of 

the search results or the layout of the SERP) or aspects of the search results themselves (e.g., 

regarding the search result components or the presentation of additional metadata). One study 

investigated effects of the device type on participants’ viewing behaviour on SERPs. 

3.2.1. Effects of the position of search results in SERPs 

The probably most popular effect in web search research using eye-tracking is the effect of 

the position of search results in the SERP on individuals' viewing behaviour. As mentioned in 

the introduction, multiple studies have shown a position bias, such that most attention is 

directed to search results presented in the top of a SERP, whereas search results presented 

further down in the list are typically inspected later and to a lesser extent (e.g., Cutrell & 

Guan, 2007; Granka et al., 2004; Guan & Cutrell, 2007; Pan et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2013; 

Turpin et al., 2006; Walhout et al., 2017).  

In order to test the influence of the position of a search result on individuals’ viewing 

behaviour against the actual relevance or the trustworthiness of a search result, a number of 

studies have systematically compared variations of the order in which search results are 

presented in the SERP or different positions of target search results in the SERP, respectively. 

In their seminal study, Pan et al. (2007) used a methodological paradigm in which they 

experimentally manipulated the relevance order of ten search results on a Google SERP by 

presenting search results either in the regular order (as provided by the search engine), in a 

swapped order with the first and the second search result being reversed, or in a 
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systematically reversed order with the search results ordered from top to bottom (i.e., the first 

search result was presented at the bottom of the SERP and the tenth search results at the top). 

Results demonstrated that in the reversed condition participants that were required to conduct 

a set of navigational and informational fact-finding tasks visually inspected more search 

results, more often reinspected already fixated search results, and had longer total fixation 

times and more fixations on the search results than in the normal and in the swapped 

condition. The latter two conditions, instead, did not differ regarding these measures. 

However, participants in the reversed condition generally still paid most attention to the 

search results on top of the SERP (and also selected these results most often), indicating that 

participants were heavily influenced by the position of the search result in the search engine 

results list. In a recent replication study, Schultheiß, Sünkler, and Lewandowski (2018) 

confirmed the results of Pan et al. (2007) concerning viewing behaviour. Overall, participants 

in the reversed condition had more fixations on SERPs than in the normal or swapped 

conditions. Moreover, in the reversed condition, the number of fixations was rather evenly 

distributed over the ten results of the SERP. 

Kammerer and Gerjets (2014, Study 1) adapted the methodological paradigm used by 

Pan et al. (2007) by experimentally manipulating the trustworthiness order of the search 

results on a SERP for a search on a controversial medical issue. Nine search results, which 

were all of high topical relevance, were either presented in an optimal order, with the most 

trustworthy search results presented first and the least trustworthy ones presented last or in a 

reversed order, with the least trustworthy search results presented first. Results indicated that 

when the top search results were the least trustworthy ones in the list, participants visually 

inspected more search results before they accessed the first web page than when the top 

search results were the most trustworthy ones. However, it should be noted that no respective 

order effects were found when the search results were presented in a 3x3 grid instead of a list 

(Kammerer & Gerjets, 2014; Study 2). Likewise, Lu and Jia (2014), who also investigated the 
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effects of search results presentation order (normal or reversed) during image search in a 5x3 

grid interface, also found no order effects. 

To conclude, when search results are presented in the form of lists, search results at 

the top of the list receive the most attention. However, participants do not seem to blindly rely 

on the position of the search results, as it affects their viewing behaviour if the top search 

results are of low relevance or trustworthiness. 

3.2.2. Effects of alternative SERP interface designs 

Several studies examined the effects of alternative SERP interface designs (as compared to a 

standard Google-like list interface) on users’ viewing behaviour on SERPs. One common 

alternative SERP interface is a grid interface, in which search results are presented in multiple 

rows and columns. Siu and Chaparro (2014) compared a 3x3 grid and a list interface, when 

participants completed a set of informational and navigational search tasks. Results revealed 

that fixation patterns within the grid were not as systematic as fixation patterns in the 

traditional list layout. Still, in general, the results in the upper left quadrant were fixated 

earlier than the results in the bottom right quadrant. Moreover, grid users looked at the three 

search results at the top row for a longer time than at the three search results of the left 

column, regardless of task type (informational tasks, navigational tasks). However, the order 

of the search results was not counterbalanced in this study. Therefore, it is unclear whether 

the longer fixation times on search results in the top row were really due to the position of the 

search results or whether these were simply the more relevant (or longer, more interesting, 

etc.) results. 

Chen and Pu (2010), who examined a recommender system for product searches, 

found that as compared to a list interface, in which the products at the top received most 

attention, in a grid interface in which the products were grouped into four quadrants 

(according to four recommendation categories), the search results presented in quadrant 2 and 
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quadrant 3 received longer total fixation times than respective search results in the list 

interface (i.e., in the middle part of the list). Furthermore, in the grid interface more products 

were fixated than in the list interface. However, the products were also presented in larger 

size in the grid interface as compared to the list interface. 

Xie et al. (2017) examined users' viewing behaviour in an image search engine that 

presented the images in a grid format (with 5 rows and 4 to 6 images per row). Other than a 

bias towards the top results in a list interface, they found a middle-position bias, such that 

images presented in the middle of the first row were fixated earlier and for a longer time than 

images presented in the left or the right corner. Scan path analyses further indicated that 

participants tended to scan the images horizontally rather than vertically or diagonally. 

Two other studies compared a list interface with a tabular interface, in which search 

results are presented in multiple columns. Kammerer and Gerjets (2012) compared a Google-

like list interface with an experimental SERP interface that presented search results in a 

tabular format with three labelled columns, in which search results were grouped according to 

objective information, subjective information, and commercial information. Concerning 

participants' gaze behaviour, results showed that users of the tabular interface paid less 

attention to commercial search results than users of the list interface. Likewise, while users of 

the list interface paid an equal amount of attention to all kinds of search results, users of the 

tabular interface paid more attention to objective search results than to search results of the 

two other categories. Thus, the authors concluded that the tabular interface was successful in 

guiding users’ attention towards objective, that is, scholarly and neutral Internet resources.  

Rele and Duchowski (2005) tested a conventional list interface against a tabular 

interface with four columns that corresponded to the different elements of the search results 

(title, description, URL, and metadata). Results showed that average fixation duration did not 

differ significantly across interfaces, but that the number of fixations on the URLs of the 

search results was significantly lower in the tabular interface than in the list interface (for the 
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other search result elements no differences were found) and that in the tabular interface due to 

its vertical arrangement participants tended to inspect the search result elements separately 

within columns (more transitions within an element-category than in the list interface), rather 

than moving between columns (i.e., horizontally).  

To conclude, these studies provide quite consistent findings on how alternative search 

interface designs affect users' viewing behaviour. Specifically, as compared to a standard list 

interface, a grid interface seems to support a rather balanced exploration of all search results, 

thereby substantially reducing the position bias effect. Furthermore, a tabular interface has the 

potential to guide users to focus on specific kinds of search results or parts of search results, 

respectively. However, as a critical remark, it should be noted that all of these studies only 

examined short-term effects of these novel interface designs. 

3.2.3. Effects of search result components or characteristics 

Search results on the SERP (also called “snippets”) typically consist of a title, a description 

(also known as excerpt, respectively) of the content of the Web page, and its URL (uniform 

resource locator, i.e., the Web address). Several studies investigated how much attention is 

paid to these different search results components.  

Balatsoukas and Ruthven (2012) asked participants to conduct a Web search on a self-

chosen topic and analysed participants’ total fixation times and the number of fixations on 

titles, descriptions, and URLs of search results. No significant differences were found 

between the three components.  

Hautala et al. (2018) examined the probability to which 6th graders inspected the 

different search results components (title, description, URL) when performing a set of 

informational fact-finding tasks, with a list of four search results provided for each task 

(differing in their relevance and trustworthiness, but being comparable in length, specifically 

in the number of characters). Results indicated that the probability of looking at the different 
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search result components depended on the relevance and trustworthiness of the search result, 

and whether or not a relevant and trustworthy result was presented early in the list: When a 

relevant and trustworthy search result appeared at the top of the list, students were less likely 

to look at the snippet or URL of the other search results. In contrast, when a search result with 

an untrustworthy URL address was presented at the top of the list, the snippet and URL 

components of the other search results were more likely to be looked at. Furthermore, a 

cluster analysis revealed three different viewing strategies: half of the students looked mainly 

at the search result titles and descriptions; one-third of the students with high probability 

examined all components; and one-sixth of the students mainly focused on titles, with the 

latter group frequently selecting irrelevant or untrustworthy search results.  

Rovira, Capdevila, and Marcos (2014) investigated users’ viewing behaviour on 

SERPs of Google Noticias (the Spanish edition of Google News). They focused on the 

elements of the snippets, i.e., title, source, date, description, and the image. They found that 

when controlling for the different sizes of the different elements (note that the description was 

four times larger than the source, and the title twice as large as the source) more visual 

attention was paid to sources than to descriptions. However, there were no significant 

differences in the time participants spent viewing sources and titles.  

Muntinga and Taylor (2017) examined patients (from hospitals and a general 

practitioner’s office) of a wide age range from 18 to over 60 years, regarding their ability to 

distinguish genuine, legitimate online pharmacies from rogue online pharmacies, when 

performing a series of predefined medical search tasks (i.e., navigational, transactional, and 

informational tasks) with Google. Results indicated that participants who selected genuine 

pharmacies, on average, had more fixations on both titles and URLs of search results than 

participants who selected rogue pharmacies. This finding was consistent across different kinds 

of tasks.  
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Other studies investigated the effects of particular search result characteristics, such as 

their length, their relevance, or the number of query terms included in the search results. 

Cutrell and Guan (2007) examined the effect of the length of the search result description on 

users’ viewing behaviour and of task type (i.e., six navigational vs six informational fact-

finding tasks). Specifically, they compared search results with short descriptions (a single line 

of words), medium-length descriptions (about two to three lines), and long descriptions (six to 

seven lines of words). Results revealed interaction effects between description length and task 

type. Total fixation times on descriptions increased with description length, with this effect 

being pronounced for navigational tasks. Moreover, for informational tasks on SERPs with 

long descriptions, titles and URLs were fixated shorter than on SERPs with shorter 

descriptions. This was not the case for navigational tasks. 

Further results from Balatsoukas and Ruthven (2012, see above) showed that 

participants spent more fixations and longer fixations on search result snippets that they 

judged as not relevant in a post-search interview than on search result snippets that they 

judged as partially relevant or relevant. However, it is unclear whether snippets were 

comparable with respect to, for instance, their length or complexity. 

In contrast, Oliveira, Aula, and Russell (2009), who examined participants’ pupil 

dilation while inspecting relevant or irrelevant search results (with search results presented 

individually), found larger pupil sizes on relevant results as compared to irrelevant results (for 

text-based results in Study 1, and for image results in Study 2). However, again it is unclear 

whether relevant and irrelevant snippets and images were comparable with regard to, for 

instance, their contents and their saliency. 

Turpin et al. (2006) correlated the number of query terms presented in search results 

(and search result components, respectively) with participants’ total fixation time on the 

results (or components), based on five fact-finding and five navigational tasks. They found 

small but significant correlations for search results overall, as well as for all components, that 
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is, titles, descriptions, and URLs, separately. That is, the more query terms were presented 

within the results descriptions, the longer were users’ fixation times. 

Dickerhoof and Smith (2014) examined how much time participants spent on query 

terms presented in search results as compared to all other words contained in the search 

results. Participants had to formulate their own queries based on task descriptions that 

contained two nouns (e.g., oven and food). However, participants were not allowed to use 

these two words in their queries, so that it was made sure that participants used their own 

query words. Findings were that across SERPs, 13.5% of all fixations were on query terms, 

while 86.5% of fixations were on other terms and areas on the page. However, as the authors 

themselves also argued, it would be more meaningful to break down the rest of the SERP to a 

word level. This was done by Eickhoff, Dungs, and Tran (2015, Study 1), who indeed found 

significantly higher average fixation durations on query terms than on other words and also a 

higher relative number of fixations on the former (also when controlling for term length and 

complexity). However, the authors did not differentiate between query terms on SERP and on 

websites in their analyses. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn regarding query term fixation 

on SERPs only. Based on the fixation data on query terms they predicted which semantic 

cluster of terms (such as synonyms or antonyms of fixated terms) the user will use in query 

reformulations.  

In summary, the results indicate that the titles of search results are fixated by most 

users, whereas the fixation time or likelihood to fixate descriptions and URLs seem to depend 

on the users, the concrete system, and the length of the descriptions, as well as the number of 

query terms provided. On a critical note, it should be mentioned that the number of words and 

the font size typically differ between the different search results components as well as 

between different snippets overall, which is likely also to affect the total fixation time and the 

number of fixations (as well as the pupil size).  
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3.2.4. Effects of social annotations 

With the rise of social media, individuals increasingly produce and share information 

themselves. So-called social annotations are a type of metadata that provide information on 

who (of the user’s personal network) shared, endorsed, or produced a particular content, by 

presenting a profile picture and the name of the sharing contact together with information 

about when and where the sharing happened. Two studies investigated the effects of such 

social annotations that were presented in addition to the standard search result components on 

users' gaze behaviour. Muralidharan, Gyongyi, and Chi (2012, Study 2) found that users 

increased their attention (i.e., number of fixations) to social annotations added to search 

results when the search result descriptions were shorter (more fixations for 1-line descriptions 

than for 4-line descriptions), when the pictures of the people were larger, and when the 

annotations were placed above the search result description rather than below. The authors 

conclude that users often seem to simply skip over social annotations and act as if they are not 

there because they are focused on performing their task and are not used to consider social 

annotations. Fernquist and Chi (2013) conducted a replication study of the study by 

Muralidharan et al. (2012). Whereas Muralidharan et al. (2012) used mockup SERPs, 

Fernquist and Chi (2013) examined the likelihood for looking at social annotations for 

different types of search topics (e.g., shopping, local services, how-to, news, etc.). They 

categorized the search questions into three semantic categories (Local/Shopping; How-

to/Fact-finding/Navigation; and Entertainment/News), but found only marginally significant 

differences between the three categories. 

To conclude, according to the results of these two studies, users’ attention to social 

annotations seems to depend on the salience of the annotations as well as on a user’s concrete 

information need.  
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3.2.5. Effects of sponsored results 

Search engines’ predominant business model is selling advertisements on the SERPs. These 

so-called sponsored results are usually placed at the top or on the right-hand side of the 

SERP, respectively. Sponsored results look similar to the regular search results (so-called 

organic results; i.e., search results that were not paid for) in that they are composed of the 

same elements (i.e., title, description, URL) as the organic listings (see Lewandowski et al., 

2018). 

In the only large-scale study of our review, Lo, Hsieh, and Chiu (2014) examined the 

viewing behaviour of 451 participants while performing a web search in order to write a 

product review of a product (e.g., of an iPhone). For their task they were presented with a 

Yahoo mock-up SERP with two sponsored results shown at the top, two organic results 

below, and three sponsored results on the right-hand side of the SERP. Results revealed no 

differences in the number of times they looked at organic results vs at sponsored results 

shown at the top, which both were looked at more often than sponsored results on the right 

side of the SERP. However, participants fixated organic results for longer times than both 

sponsored results shown at the top and on the right-hand sight of the SERP, with the latter 

being fixated for the shortest time. 

Buscher, Dumais, and Cutrell (2010) examined the amount of attention devoted to 

organic results and sponsored results, depending on the task type (informational or 

navigational, see above) and the relevance of the sponsored results (high vs low relevance, i.e. 

sponsored results that matched all query terms of the task at hand vs sponsored results that 

matched only a subset of the query terms). They found that sponsored results shown at the top 

received more attention (10.89% of fixations) than sponsored results on the right-hand side, 

which were mostly neglected by the participants. Moreover, sponsored results shown at the 

top received significantly more attention when they were of high as compared to low 

relevance. This also came at the cost of individuals’ attention to organic results. Participants 
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paid significantly less attention to the organic results when high-relevant as compared to low-

relevant sponsored results were shown at the top. 

In a further analysis of the data of Buscher et al. (2010), Dumais, Buscher, and Cutrell 

(2010) examined individual differences in gaze patterns on SERPs containing organic results, 

sponsored results, and related searches (i.e., query suggestions generated by the search 

engine). They clustered users based on their distribution of attention to different areas of 

interest (i.e., the extent to which they had fixated sponsored results shown at the top, right-rail 

sponsored results, organic results, and search boxes). This resulted in three main clusters: The 

exhaustive searchers (32%), the economic results-searchers (39%), and the economic ads-

searchers (29%). Users in the exhaustive cluster as compared to the other two clusters spent 

significantly more time fixating on organic search results across all positions and had more 

fixations before the first click. Moreover, they spent proportionally more time on sponsored 

results shown at the top than economic-results searchers, but proportionally less than 

economic-ads searchers. Users in the economic-results cluster spent significantly more time 

on organic results of position 1-3 and positions 7 and below than users of the economics-ads 

cluster. Finally, users in the economic-ads cluster spent significantly more time on the 

sponsored results than on lower-ranked organic results (i.e., results 4-6). Moreover, they spent 

more than twice as much time on the sponsored results shown at the top of the SERP than the 

economic-results group.  

González-Caro and Marcos (2011) also examined organic versus sponsored results 

(and different task types). Their results showed that the total fixation times on top-listed 

sponsored results were higher than on side-listed sponsored results for all three types of tasks. 

In summary, the studies show that advertisements in the form of sponsored links on 

SERPs receive visual attention (particularly those presented at the top), although they are 

often not clicked on. This indicates that users make an informed decision on whether to click 

on ads. Furthermore, the reported research shows that sponsored results shown at the top of 
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the SERPs receive more attention than sponsored results on the right-hand side, which rather 

seem to be ignored by most users. One should keep in mind, however, that in the studies 

reported, predominantly students were investigated. This user group might be especially ads-

aware, and therefore, the results may not hold for a larger population.  

3.2.6. Effects of vertical results (Universal Search) 

In addition to organic search results and sponsored results, so-called vertical results (or 

Universal Search results) are integrated into the ranked list of organic search results. 

According to Lewandowski et al. (2018, p. 421), “Universal Search results are results 

generated from vertical search engine indexes, such as news, video, or images. Depending on 

the nature of the index, these results can either be generated similarly to organic results (as in 

the case of images) or be based on a certain collection of sources (as in the case of news, 

where a collection of trusted news sources is defined beforehand by the search engine 

vendor). Universal Search results can also come from document collections especially built 

by the search engine vendor (as opposed to the results from the web index that come from a 

multitude of sources distributed across the web).” 

In a study by Liu, Liu, Zhou, Zhang, and Ma (2015), the influence of relevant as well 

as irrelevant vertical results on users’ visual attention was tested. They found an attraction 

bias, i.e., a strong bias towards more attention to the vertical results when the vertical results 

were relevant. This means that when a relevant vertical result was shown, it attracted more 

attention than an organic result. When a vertical result had strong visuals in the snippet (e.g., 

image-only, application, or news verticals), users looked at this result immediately, which 

means they attended to the first organic result later than on SERPs that only have organic 

results. Concerning the interplay between vertical results and regular organic results, Liu et al. 

further found that when the vertical results were relevant, users paid less attention to the 
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organic results listed after the vertical result. In line with this finding, irrelevant vertical 

results increased the attention for organic results (“spill-over effect”). 

Marcos, Gavin, and Arapakis (2015) compared SERPs with plain textual search results 

with SERPs that also contained vertical search results, such as multimedia elements (from 

Google Images or Google Videos), recommendation search results (e.g., GooglePlus, Google 

Shopping), and geo-location search results (Google Places). In general, no differences 

between enriched snippets and plain textual snippets were found in terms of gaze behaviour. 

In case of both enriched snippets and plain textual snippets, top-ranked snippets were fixated 

earlier and received longer fixation times and more fixations than bottom-ranked snippets. 

Lagun, Hsieh, Webster, and Navalpakkam (2014) examined the presence of relevant 

as well as irrelevant knowledge graphs (i.e., collections of basic facts describing an entity, 

shown in a separate box to the right of the actual search results list on the SERP) and instant 

answers (that are directly supplied by a search engine in response to a query without reference 

to a website, such as weather information or factual information) in SERPs presented on a 

mobile phone for a series of fact-finding and navigational tasks. However, results showed no 

significant effects of knowledge graph relevance or instant answer relevance on participants’ 

total fixation times on search results.  

In summary, results regarding the effects of vertical results on users’ viewing 

behaviour are mixed, indicating that the effect depends on the type of vertical and also on the 

relevance of the vertical results, and maybe also on the device type. 

3.2.7. Effects of device type: Differences between desktop and mobile searches 

Apart from desktop PCs and laptops, nowadays, individuals increasingly use mobile devices 

like smartphones and tablets to search for information on the Web. Search engine companies 

have reacted to this by adopting a "mobile-first" strategy with respect to their algorithms. 

Accordingly, a few studies examined users' viewing behaviour on SERPs displayed on mobile 
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devices (Djamasbi, Hall-Phillips, & Yang, 2013a; Djamasbi, Hall-Phillips, & Yang, 2013b 

Domachowski, Griesbaum, & Heuwing, 2016; Lagun et al., 2014). However, we did not come 

across any study that examined both users' viewing behaviour on SERPs displayed on a 

mobile device and a computer screen and compared these two conditions statistically (i.e., by 

reporting tests for statistical significance regarding the effects of device type in the paper). 

Yet, one study by Kim et al. (2015) statistically compared users’ viewing behaviour on 

SERPs that were displayed on a small screen (i.e., a browser limited to a 320 × 480 pixel 

window showing three search results, mimicking the screen size of smartphones) versus on a 

large screen (i.e., a regular computer screen with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels showing 

ten search results). Both types of SERPs, however, were presented on a 17" desktop PC 

monitor. For each screen size, participants completed five simple fact-finding tasks and five 

navigational tasks. Results showed that participants fixated the search results significantly 

longer on the small screen than on the large screen. Additional analyses revealed that this 

difference was due to longer fixation times on the first search result. Moreover, scan path 

analyses indicated that as compared to the large screen users on the small screen viewed the 

search results more linearly from top to bottom and with fewer skips and regressions or more 

frequently made a selection after looking at only a single search result, respectively. Besides, 

the authors analysed the relationship between total fixation time per search result and search 

speed (i.e., the time taken until the first click), showing similar positive relationships in both 

screen conditions. 

To conclude, the results of this study indicate that in mobile SERPs, the first search 

result might receive even more attention than in SERPs presented on a laptop or desktop PC. 

However, as the authors themselves critically discuss, the study only examined the influence 

of the screen size without considering other differences such as the fact that mobile phones 

are held in hand and used via touch interactions. Thus, differences between mobile devices 

and desktop PCs might be underestimated in their study. Moreover, the screen size might 
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matter more when searching for more complex search topics that require comparing and 

integrating information from various websites rather than finding a single correct answer.  

3.3. Individual factors 

Several studies examined what role individual factors, that is, personal characteristics and 

(cognitive) prerequisites of the users, play in users’ viewing behaviour on SERPs, such as 

their age, their prior knowledge or personal beliefs, or their gender. 

3.3.1. The role of age 

Two studies compared the search behaviour of students of different grade levels. Bilal and 

Gwizdka (2016) examined the effects of grade level (five 6th grade students vs eight 8th grade 

students) on SERP viewing behaviour when performing one fact-finding and one more complex 

informational search tasks. They differentiated between reading and scanning states. Results 

showed that eighth-graders had significantly more reading fixations on the SERPs than sixth-

grade students, but there were no differences in respective total fixation times. Furthermore, 

eighth-graders initially looked more at the top search results of the SERP, whereas sixth-graders 

first looked more at lower ranks.  

Dinet, Bastien, and Kitajima (2010) analysed SERP viewing behaviour of fifth-, 

seventh-, ninth-, and eleventh-grade students performing simple fact-finding tasks (history, 

geography). Their results indicated that the typographical cueing of boldfaced search words 

resulted in longer total fixation times on the search results, especially for fifth-grade students 

(Dinet et al., 2010). Older students were attracted by such cues only when the search task 

addressed unfamiliar topics, but not for familiar topics. Furthermore, the authors identified four 

different clusters of viewing strategies: 1) concentration on the upper part of the SERP, 2) 

exhaustive reading of the entire SERP, 3) visual jumps concentrated on the keywords, and 4) 

concentration on the lower part of the SERP. Whereas for the younger students, the third 
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strategy was predominant, for the older students, the exhaustive strategy was the predominant 

strategy, particularly for familiar topics. 

To conclude, with increasing age, students seem to engage in a more systematic and 

sometimes also more intensive reading of the SERPs. These findings are corroborated by other 

studies that examined differences in viewing behaviour on SERPs between adults and children 

(Gossen, Höbel, & Nürnberger, 2014b, 2014a). However, these studies based their analyses on 

heatmaps rather than on statistical comparisons or only reported descriptive results. Therefore, 

they did not fulfil our inclusion criteria (see above). 

3.3.2. The role of prior domain knowledge 

Other studies examined the effects of prior domain knowledge on SERP viewing behaviour. 

Brand-Gruwel et al. (2017) compared the viewing behaviour of domain experts (psychology 

lecturers) and domain novices (first-year students) while performing two informational search 

tasks on two complex scientific issues from the field of psychology. Results revealed that 

domain experts fixated more search results than novices before a search result was clicked. 

Similarly, Kammerer and Gerjets (2013), who examined university students who were asked 

to conduct a web search on a complex health-related issue, found that the higher participants' 

self-reported prior domain knowledge, the longer they visually inspected the search results.  

To conclude, similar to the results regarding age, increased prior knowledge about the 

search topic at hand (and also a sceptical stance towards the accuracy of knowledge on the 

Web) also seems to be related to a more systematic and more careful reading of the SERPs in 

order to decide which information sources to access.  

3.3.3. Other user aspects 

As an indication of carefully evaluating search results in terms of source information, 

Kammerer, Bråten, Gerjets, and Strømsø (2013) examined university students’ total fixation 

times on the URLs of the search results while performing a Web search task on a 
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controversial medical issue. Specifically, the authors were interested in the role of 

individuals’ beliefs whether or not the Web is a reliable resource of accurate academic 

knowledge in their thorough inspection of URLs. Results indicated that the more sceptical 

participants were about the Web being a reliable resource of accurate academic knowledge, 

the longer they fixated on the URLs of the search results.  

Lorigo, Pan, Hembrooke, Joachims, and Granka (2006) examined the effects of gender 

on SERP viewing behaviour while performing a series of informational fact-finding and 

navigational tasks. Males were more likely to visually inspect search results further down in 

the result list (position 7-10), had more linear viewing sequences from top to bottom, and 

made fewer regressions to already inspected search results than female participants. Females, 

on the contrary, were more likely to visually inspect search results in the top of the list (i.e., 

positions 2 and 3 in the SERP). However, this difference might be the result of other 

(unknown) differences between male and female participants of this study. The large-scale 

study by Lo et al. (2014) (also see above), did not reveal any differences in viewing behaviour 

between male and female participants.  

Finally, similar to Brand-Gruwel et al. (2017), Aula, Majaranta, and Räihä (2005) also 

examined the number of search results being fixated before performing the first action, when 

performing a series of fact-finding tasks in Google. Based on these data, the authors classified 

participants into exhaustive and economic evaluators of search results. Results showed that 

exhaustive evaluators (i.e., users who typically fixated more than half or even all of the search 

results) had longer average fixation durations on SERPs than economic evaluators (i.e., users 

who fixated only the first few search results). Unsurprisingly, the economic evaluation 

strategy was beneficial when one of the first search results was relevant for solving the task. 

In such cases, task times of economic evaluators were significantly shorter than those of 

exhaustive evaluators. To conclude, this finding once again illustrates that many effects 

depend on the concrete search results being presented in the SERPs.  
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4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Summary of findings 

To summarize the findings of our narrative literature review comprising 41 papers, first, 

concerning the effects of contextual factors, neither the type of task (informational fact-

finding vs informational complex task vs navigational task vs transactional task) nor the use 

of thinking-aloud instructions seem to have systematic effects on users' viewing behaviour on 

SERPs. A general problem with the investigation of effects of task types, however, is that 

findings might be heavily influenced by the concrete topics used for the different task types, 

which might differ, for instance, in their difficulty or interestingness, or regarding 

participants' familiarity with these topics, as well as by the concrete search results provided by 

the search engine for a particular topic (and particular queries entered). Thus, the search 

results can differ in their length, relevance, number of bold terms included, etc., which are all 

factors that can affect participants' viewing behaviour above and beyond the influence of the 

type of task. 

Concerning instructions to evaluate the search results or to verbalize one's thoughts 

during task processing, there are first indications that such instructions might result in a more 

linear viewing behaviour from top to bottom. Yet, future research is needed to corroborate 

these findings, as are studies that examine the influence of other contextual factors, such as 

the presence or absence of time constraints during the search, the perceived personal 

relevance of the task, or the situation or setting in which the Web search is conducted (e.g., in 

the lab, at school or in the workplace, or at home, or alone vs collaboratively). 

Second, with regard to effects of resource factors on users’ viewing behaviour on 

SERPs, which according to our literature review are the most studied type of factors, two 

quite consistent findings across several studies are (1) that when search results are presented 

in the form of lists, search results at the top of the list receive most attention (i.e., the position 
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bias effect), and (2) that alternative SERP interfaces that present search results in a grid layout 

instead might support a rather balanced exploration of all search results. However, on a 

critical note, it should be mentioned that the latter effect might be due to users' unfamiliarity 

with grid interfaces. Thus, the effect might disappear with increased usage. Besides, tabular 

interfaces, that is, another type of alternative SERP interface, seem to have the potential to 

guide users to focus on specific kinds of search results or parts of search results, respectively. 

However, only two studies examined the effects of tabular as compared to list interfaces.  

When studying attention to the different search results components (i.e., title, 

description, and URL of a search results), findings across studies indicate that most users 

fixate the titles of search results, whereas the fixation time on or fixation likelihood of 

descriptions and URLs seem to depend on the individual users, the concrete system, and the 

length of the summaries, as well as the number of query terms provided. Moreover, a direct 

comparison between search result components seems difficult to us, since the number and 

difficulty or relevance of words, the font size and colour, as well as the number of bold 

keywords typically differ between the different search results components, which are likely 

also to affect the total fixation time and the number of fixations directed to the components. 

With regard to additional metadata information provided for the search results, (e.g.,  social 

annotations), or other types of search results provided on the SERP (e.g., sponsored results or 

vertical results), findings indicate that users’ attention to these elements seems to depend on 

their salience and position (e.g., elements at the top are likely to receive more attention), but 

also on their relevance for the search task at hand as well as on the relevance of other regular 

(i.e., organic) search results.  

Furthermore, with regard to the effects of the device type (or screen size, respectively), 

the only existing study indicates that in SERPs displayed on small screens (cf. on mobile 

devices) the first search result might receive even more attention than in SERPs displayed on 
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larger screens (cf. on laptops or desktop PCs). However, further research is needed to 

corroborate this finding. 

Third, with regard to effects of individual factors on users’ viewing behaviour on 

SERPs, both age and prior topic knowledge (as well as a sceptical stance towards the 

accuracy of knowledge on the Web) seem to be related to a more systematic and more careful 

reading of the SERPs in order to decide which information sources to access. Future research 

is needed that examines other cognitive factors such as reading skills or working memory 

capacity as well as motivational factors, such as personal interest in the topic or perceived 

relevance or importance of the task.  

Furthermore, the majority of the reviewed studies comes with certain limitations that 

we will address in the following.  

4.2. Theoretical considerations 

The majority of the reviewed studies has used a largely data-driven rather than theory-driven 

research approach. A prominent theory to explain Web users’ evaluation and selection of 

search results is the Information Foraging Theory by Pirolli (2007). According to this theory, 

the selection of search results is determined by the strength of a so-called “information scent”. 

Information scent reflects the semantic similarity that a user perceives between information 

contained in link descriptions (i.e., proximal cues) and his or her search goal or information 

need (i.e., the desired information). A strong information scent indicates a high likelihood that 

the respective information source contains the desired information and thus increases the 

likelihood that the link will be selected. Thus, (seemingly) more relevant search results have a 

higher likelihood to be selected, as users make predictive relevance judgments based on the 

snippets (Rieh, 2002). Accordingly, more relevant search results, that is, search results with a 

higher information scent, should also be inspected in greater detail. Several findings reviewed 
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above (e.g. Buscher et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2007; Schultheiß et al., 2018) 

support this assumption. 

A second assumption of the Information Foraging Theory (Pirolli, 2007) in line with 

the concept of bounded rationality (cf. Simon, 1955) is that Internet users apply a satisficing 

strategy (i.e., a blend of the words satisfy and suffice) that implies that they do not evaluate 

the relevance of all search results available, but sequentially evaluate them only until one is 

encountered that is “good enough”. This suggests that the position of a search result in a 

SERP will also affect the likelihood that it will be selected. This is in line with the effects of 

the position or the order of search results in SERPs on users’ viewing behaviour, as it has 

been typically found in the studies reported above (e.g., Cutrell & Guan, 2007; Granka et al., 

2004; Guan & Cutrell, 2007; Pan et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2013; Turpin et al., 2006; 

Walhout et al., 2017). However, one should keep in mind that the decision to stop searching 

for more information (i.e., selecting more results) presumably is strongly influenced by the 

task at hand and the user’s motivation, as indicated by findings from transaction log analyses. 

Session length has been shown to vary greatly (e.g., Jansen, Spink, Blakely, & Koshman, 

2007). For example, search sessions in medical tasks are considerably longer on average than 

in non-medical tasks (White & Horvitz, 2009).  

Moreover, as proposed by Brumby and Howes (2008) in their interactive search 

framework (in the context of website menus), the evaluation of an individual item (i.e., in our 

case a search result) also depends on the similarity or distinctiveness of this item to other 

items (i.e., search results) encountered (see also Hautala et al., 2018). Accordingly, if a search 

result is sufficiently distinct (i.e., more salient or relevant than others) it might be selected 

without others being considered. This might even be the case for a search result that is 

positioned further down in the list. In contrast, if none of the search results stands out, 

according to the assumptions of the interactive search framework individuals should inspect a 

larger number of results. Similarly, according to the Prominence-Interpretation-Theory (Fogg, 
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2003) that addresses credibility evaluations on Websites (and that was adapted to evaluations 

of search results by Kammerer & Gerjets, 2014) assumes that it requires two constituent 

components for evaluations being made, that is, prominence and interpretation. In the context 

of evaluations of search results, prominence refers to the degree of saliency of cues in search 

results indicating the relevance or credibility of the Website (Kammerer & Gerjets, 2014). 

The more salient a cue is, the higher the likelihood to be noticed. Interpretation refers to an 

individual’s personal interpretation of a cue that he or she has noticed. The quality of this 

interpretation is likely to depend on a user’s prior knowledge and skills (cf. Fogg, 2003).  

Information Foraging Theory, the interactive search framework, Prominence-

Interpretation-Theory, as well as other theoretical approaches to users’ interactions with 

information systems (cf. White, 2016) should be considered when formulating research 

questions and hypotheses in future research. Without such foundation, researchers might fail 

to interpret and contextualize their findings.  

4.3. Stimulus material 

As mentioned in the section on descriptive statistics, the majority of studies examined in our 

review used fabricated SERPs, most of the time presenting purely textual organic results only. 

Given that today’s SERPs comprise many different elements (cf. Azzopardi, Thomas, & 

Craswell, 2018; Lewandowski et al., 2018), such as (a) conventional organic results, (b) 

sponsored results, (c) rich snippets (organic results with additional data such as rating stars or 

geo-location data, (d) vertical results from specialized search engines such as Google Video, 

Google Images, or Google News, (e) instant answers and featured snippets that are presented 

at the top of the organic results in a box and provide a direct answer to a user’s question (with 

featured results references to a website, whereas instant answers do not), and (f) knowledge 

graphs presented as a box to the right of the list of search results, this is no longer a realistic 

study setting. While we are aware that stripped-down versions of SERPs allow for a larger 
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degree of experimental control, there still is a lack of studies using (more) realistic SERPs, as 

presented by contemporary commercial search engines. So far, only a few studies have 

included additional elements (e.g., ads, vertical results, knowledge graph results, see Section 

3.2). Therefore, future research should examine the effects of these elements in more detail. 

Moreover, these elements should not only be considered separately but also in conjunction. 

This might be achieved by examining a research question both with an experimental design 

using fabricated SERPS and a complementary study using a setting with realistic SERPs.  

4.4. Sample sizes 

As already mentioned, sample sizes of the studies reviewed are rather small, with a median of 

28 participants, and a mean of 41.5 participants. This does not seem to be specific to eye-

tracking research on SERP viewing behaviour but to eye-tracking studies in general. For 

instance, Lund (2016) reported similar numbers for eye-tracking studies in the field of library 

and information science (mean: 34.21 participants, ranging from 5 to 96). 

The low sample sizes might have led to a large proportion of non-significant results, 

but also might have increased the likelihood for Type II errors (i.e., that a found significant 

difference was a random effect or artefact). In other words, low sample sizes are a threat to 

the validity of the results. For future research, therefore, we encourage researchers to increase 

the sample sizes of their studies. Tools for calculating required sample sizes are readily 

available (e.g., G*Power1). 

4.5. Threats to validity of eye-tracking measures related to SERPs 

 

1 http://www.gpower.hhu.de 
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Apart from the general problem of low sample sizes, a threat to the validity of studies using 

eye-tracking methodology in particular, is a lack of comparability of the stimuli that are 

compared against each other (Orquin & Holmqvist, 2018). This is also a central issue for eye-

tracking research on SERP viewing behaviour, for instance, when comparing total fixation 

times of different search results. Search results typically vary in their content, length of text, 

visual characteristics, etc. Thus, it is challenging to interpret differences found in the eye-

tracking data between search results (e.g., that some search results are fixated more or longer 

than others) as effects of the search result position or the type of search task, respectively, 

rather than as effects of, for instance, the relevance or comprehensibility of the different 

search results. In order to draw valid conclusions on the effects of search results positions, for 

instance, search results need to be counterbalanced across positions (cf. Guan & Cutrell, 

2007), or different orders of search results need to be systematically varied between 

participants (cf. Kammerer & Gerjets, 2014; Pan et al., 2007; Schultheiß et al., 2018). 

However, when comparing different types of search tasks (and thus different topics and 

completely different search results), a controlled comparison seems difficult to accomplish, 

unless the search results are systematically designed with a comparable number and difficulty 

of words, comparable relevance, etc. Instead, another possibility to examine effects of task 

types would be to examine each task type with a large set of search topics and search results.  

Another threat to the validity of eye-tracking results (Orquin & Holmqvist, 2018) is a 

too small size of the examined areas of interest (AOIs) and a small distance between them. 

Due to the limited accuracy and precision of eye-tracking systems, “fixations are never 

measured at their true location” (Orquin & Holmqvist, 2018, p. 1647), but with a certain 

offset. Thus, if stimulus objects are too small and too densely spaced, the risk of fixations 

falling outside the AOIs (i.e., false negatives) or being assigned to the wrong AOIs (i.e., false 

positives) increases, which would result in inaccurate (noisy) or false research findings. 

According to Orquin and Holmqvist (2018), even with today’s high precision eye trackers, a 
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minimum stimulus size of about 3 degrees of visual angle is required to achieve an accuracy 

of approximately 80%. However, many elements on real SERPs are smaller or more densely 

spaced than 3 degrees of visual angle. As a simple rule of thumb, the visual angle of the width 

of the thumb held at arm's length is about 2 degrees (cf. O’Shea, 1991). Moreover, frequently 

crucial information about characteristic of the study materials, about the average precision 

and accuracy of the eye-tracker used, and about the underlying fixation algorithm are missing 

from the papers examined. We, therefore, argue for authors to follow eye-tracking reporting 

standards (e.g., Fiedler, Schulte-Mecklenbeck, Orquin, & Renkewitz, 2019) to ensure that 

other researchers can replicate their work and also better assess the validity of results 

achieved.  

4.6. Need for data triangulation 

Most of the studies analysed time-based and/or count-based fixation measures for particular 

search results, sometimes complemented by analyses of viewing sequences across search 

results. However, one should keep in mind that it is often difficult to unambiguously interpret 

eye-tracking data taken by itself, such as, for what reasons an individual looks at presented 

stimuli for a certain amount of time or in a particular order (cf. Scheiter & van Gog, 2009). 

Therefore, methodological triangulation, that is, the combination with other types of data 

sources, such as, verbal protocols, logfile data, or outcome variables, is important to increase 

the external validity of the findings (cf. Orquin & Holmqvist, 2018; Scheiter & van Gog, 

2009). In case of viewing behaviour on SERPs, for example, it can be examined, how total 

fixation times on particular search results are related to their selection (i.e., clicks), and to 

users’ reasons to click or not to click on particular search results (as indicated in verbal 

protocols). While many of the reviewed papers in addition to eye-tracking also used other 

measures, such as, click data and outcome data, results from different data sources were only 

presented sequentially rather than in an integrated way. Therefore, we suggest future research 
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to analyse to what extent different process measures correlate (e.g., fixation data, click data, 

and verbal data) or to what extent they predict search success or degree of knowledge 

acquisition (i.e., outcome variables), respectively, when considered as predictors in a multiple 

regression analysis.  

4.7. Suggestions for future research 

As can be seen from our review, not too much research has been conducted on factors 

affecting viewing behaviour on SERPs yet. First of all, this means that more research on all 

factors examined is more than welcome to strengthen the empirical basis and the evidential 

value of this line of research. However, researchers should make clear why they used eye-

tracking and not other methodologies that could lead to comparable results. As found in our 

review, eye-tracking is often used as an additional method in laboratory settings, without 

making explicit what the eye-tracking data adds that could not be found out using other 

methods, either in or beyond the lab. For instance, large-scale click-through data of real users’ 

natural information searches in many cases might produce more meaningful results than lab 

studies due to the usually much larger datasets used in this type of research (e.g., Goel, 

Broder, Gabrilovich, & Pang, 2010; Jansen & Spink, 2006; Wang et al., 2013).  Furthermore, 

mouse cursor data might be used to complement or replace eye-tracking data, both with the 

aim of predicting users’ relevance judgments or using the data for relevance feedback (e.g., 

Guo & Agichtein, 2010; Lagun & Agichtein, 2011), which is a vivid area of research in 

interactive information retrieval (White, 2016, p. 41ff.). For instance, Huang, White, and 

Dumais (2011), who examined correlations between eye-tracking data and mouse cursor 

position, found that the cursor position can be used to predict eye gaze. Therefore, they 

recommend using mouse-cursor data, which is much cheaper to acquire and easier to collect 

at large scale than eye-tracking data. These results are corroborated by a study by Liu et al. 

(2014). However, there is also some indication that eye-tracking data is richer than data from 
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other sources. Eickhoff et al (2015, Study 2) conducted a study (with 137 participants) using 

mouse-cursor data (relative number of hovers and time for which the cursor rests on a term) 

instead of eye-tracking data, revealing comparable results. Yet, the authors note that when 

comparing the findings obtained from eye-tracking data and from cursor-data, “it becomes 

obvious, that fixations are richer and more accurate predictors of user attention than cursor 

traces. The majority of users only occasionally use the mouse cursor in order to highlight text, 

mark their current reading position or follow textual hyperlinks.” Nevertheless, researchers 

should explicitly point out why eye-tracking data has been used and how it contributes to 

answering the research questions. For example, eye-tracking data also provides insights into 

cognitive processes that do not lead to overt actions (e.g., when deciding not to click on a 

particular hyperlink). Furthermore, some SERPs do not lead to users' clicks at all. There are 

various reasons for this, including (1) users' not being satisfied with the results or (2) users 

finding the desired information already on the SERP. In the latter case, the required 

information can be included, e.g., in the description of organic search results, in the 

knowledge graph, or in instant answers or featured snippets (see above). For these SERPs 

where no click-interaction can be recorded, eye-tracking together with verbal protocols can 

provide important insights into users' behaviour on SERPs. 

Second, some of the methodological weaknesses of previous studies revealed in our 

review lead to suggestions for future research. As nearly all studies were small-scale and, 

therefore, their evidential value has to be questioned, we recommend to increase sample sizes 

and sample diversity. Probably most of the reviewed studies are underpowered. Thus, we 

recommend conducting power analyses already when planning a study. An area where the 

problem of homogeneous samples is particularly evident is when studying effects of 

sponsored results. As results from lab studies using student samples often contradict findings 

from quantitative studies conducted outside the lab conducted with more diverse samples, we 

highly recommend diversifying samples in this area. As outlined above, further 
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methodological issues of many studies are (1) problems related to the fact that stimuli that are 

compared to each other often lack comparability, thus, confounding the results, (2) problems 

resulting from the small size of the examined areas of interest (AOIs) and/or the small 

distance between them, and (3) problems resulting from the use of stripped-down SERPs 

limiting ecological validity. Future studies should aim at overcoming these problems. 

Third, our review identified a need for more a priori hypothesis-based and theory-

driven research. To make results on users' viewing behaviours on SERPs more meaningful, 

we highly recommend basing future eye-tracking studies on theory-driven hypotheses. For 

instance, when an effect of an independent variable on some of multiple dependent variables 

is found, authors often cannot explain why the effect held for these particular variables but not 

for others. If such studies were properly grounded in theory, researcher would be better able 

to predict in advance which effects should be likely and which variable should not be affected 

by the independent variable.  

Following these three recommendations would already result in a robust body of 

research and would increase evidential value. Nevertheless, from our results, we can also 

derive some areas where we think further research is particularly fruitful. 

Regarding research on contextual factors, we found that effects of task types might be 

influenced by the concrete topics, by participants' familiarity with these topics, and by the 

concrete individual search results provided by the search engine. Future research should take 

measures to control for these factors, e.g., through using standardized tasks/topics or reusing 

search tasks from prior studies. Researchers should make clear how findings from their 

studies can be generalized to all search tasks having the same attributed (see the Project 

"Systematic Review of Assigned Search Tasks", which also provides a "Repository of 
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Assigned Search Tasks (RepAST)"2) Also, further studies should examine the influence of 

other contextual factors, such as the presence or absence of time constraints during the search, 

the personal relevance of the task, or the situation in which the Web search is conducted, e.g., 

in the lab, at school or in the workplace, or at home). 

Regarding research on resource factors, more research on alternative SERP interface 

designs and the more complex designs of current commercial search engines is needed. As for 

alternative designs, only short-term effects have been tested; we recommend conducting 

studies examining longer-term effects, as novelty may play a huge part in the effects already 

examined. Regarding search results components, future research should consider that the 

number of words and the font size typically differ between the different search results 

components, which is likely also to affect the total fixation time and the number of fixations 

directed to the components. A solution to this problem would be to control for the number of 

words and font sizes, which would, however, result in less realistic SERPs.  

In our review, we had only one study systematically measuring the effect of device 

type, in this case, desktop vs mobile. Given the wide variety of devices used today, we highly 

recommend conducting further studies on the effect of device type on users’ SERP viewing 

behaviour. This should not only include smartphones of varying screen sizes but also tablets. 

Regarding individual factors, the role of age in users’ viewing behaviour on SERPs 

has not been researched extensively yet. This again may have to do with the samples usually 

used in eye-tracking studies. However, as the research conducted so far suggests an effect of 

age, we see considering this factor thoroughly as a fruitful way for future research. The same 

holds for the role of prior domain knowledge about the search topic at hand. Finally, future 

research could also consider motivational and emotional aspects of the searchers, such as, to 

 

2 https://ils.unc.edu/searchtasks/index.php 
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what extent and how individuals’ personal attitudes or feelings towards the search topic affect 

their SERP viewing behaviours. 

5. CONCLUSION 

There is a large interest in using eye-tracking to study users’ viewing behaviour on SERPs. 

The present paper provides a comprehensive narrative literature review of the respective body 

of research comprising 41 papers that examined influencing factors on users’ SERP viewing 

behaviour. To synthesize the findings of these papers, factors influencing users’ viewing 

behaviour were grouped into contextual factors, resource factors, and individual factors (cf. 

Lazonder & Rouet, 2008). 

The most important finding related to contextual factors is that task type 

(informational fact-finding vs informational complex task vs navigational task vs 

transactional task) does not seem to have a systematic effect on users' viewing behaviour, or 

that it is at least difficult to systematically investigate such task effects. Regarding resource 

factors, the most crucial overall finding still is that when search results are presented in the 

form of lists, search results at the top of the list receive most attention. Concerning effects of 

individual factors on users' viewing behaviour on SERPs, both age and prior topic knowledge 

seem to be related to a more systematic and more careful reading of the SERPs. 

Through reviewing the available research, we identified three major limitations of the 

published studies: Firstly, nearly all studies are small-scale and, therefore, their evidential 

value has to be questioned. Secondly, stimuli that are compared to each other often lack 

comparability. Thirdly, problems result from the small size of the examined areas of interest 

(AOIs) and/or the small distance between them. 

To conclude, a fruitful way forward for examining users’ viewing behaviour through 

eye-tracking would be (1) to conduct larger and more theory-driven studies, (2) to couple 

controlled eye-tracking laboratory studies using fabricated (i.e., stripped-down) SERPs with 
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data from more realistic settings, by having the same participants conduct both web searches 

in an experimental setting with fabricated materials and in a realistic setting using the open 

Web, and (3) to triangulate eye-tracking results with data obtained from other data sources, 

such as clickthrough data. 
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